We give a formal and constructive proof in Coq/Ssreflect of the known result that the graphs of treewidth two are exactly those that do not admit K4 as a minor. This result is a milestone towards a formal proof of the recent result that isomorphism of treewidth-two graphs can be finitely axiomatized. The proof is based on a function extracting terms from K4-free graphs in such a way that the interpretation of an extracted term yields a treewidth-two graph isomorphic to the original graph.
Introduction
The notion of treewidth [6] measures how close a graph is to a forest. Graph homomorphism (and thus k-coloring) becomes polynomial-time for classes of graphs of bounded treewidth [10, 1, 13] , so does model-checking of Monadic Second Order (MSO) formulae, and satisfiability of MSO formulae becomes decidable, even linear [4, 5] .
Robertson and Seymour's graph minor theorem [18] , a cornerstone of algorithmic graph theory, states that graphs are well-quasi-ordered by the minor relation. As a consequence, the classes of graphs of bounded treewidth, which are closed under taking minors, can be characterized by finite sets of excluded minors. Two standard instances are the following ones: the graphs of treewidth at most one (the forests) are precisely those excluding the cycle with three vertices (C 3 ); those of treewidth at most two are those excluding the complete graph with four vertices (K 4 ) [8] .
We present a constructive and formal proof of the latter result in Coq/Ssreflect. Overview of the proof. We focus on connected graphs: the general case follows by decomposing any given graph into connected components. The overall strategy of our proof of the minor exclusion theorem for treewidth two is depicted in Figure 1 . We first prove that treewidth two graphs exclude K 4 as a minor (i). This proof is standard and relatively easy. For proving the converse implication, we introduce a notion of term that allow us to denote graphs. We prove that graphs of terms have treewidth at most two (ii) using properties of tree decompositions and a simple induction on terms. The main difficulty then consists in proving that every K 4 -free graph can be represented by a term (iii). Due to our long-term objective ( †), the syntax we use for those terms is that of 2p-algebras [14] ;
This syntax makes it possible to denote directed multi-graphs, with edges labeled by letters from an alphabet Σ and with two designated vertices (the input and the output). The binary operations in the syntax correspond to series and parallel composition. The first unary operation, converse, exchanges input and output; the second one, domain, relocates the output to the input. The constant 1 represents the graph with just a single vertex; is the disconnected graph with just two vertices. Letters represent single edges. For instance the graphs of the terms a·(b c • ) d and 1 a·b are the following ones: The second graph is also represented by the term dom(a b • ).
We use the concept of checkpoint to extract terms from graphs; those are the vertices which every path between input and output must visit. Using those, we get that every connected graph with distinct input and output has the shape depicted in Figure 2 (a), where the checkpoints are the only depicted vertices. One can parse such a graph as a sequential composition and proceed recursively once we have proved that the green and yellow components are K 4 -free whenever the starting graph is so.
If there are no proper checkpoints between input and output, we exploit a key property of K 4 -free graphs: in such a case, either the graph is just an edge, or it consists of at least two parallel components, which make it possible to proceed recursively. This is case (b) in Figure 2 . Establishing this property requires a deep analysis of the structure of K 4 -free graphs.
The last case to consider (c) is when the input and the output of the graph coincide. One can recursively extract a term for the graph obtained by relocating the output to one of the neighbors of the input, and use the domain operation to recover the starting graph.
Outline. We first discuss our representation of simple graphs and the associated library about paths; there we make use of the support for finite types from the Ssreflect library [20] , and we rely on dependent types to provide a userfriendly interface (Section 2). Then we proceed with our formalization of tree decompositions, minors, and associated results. This leads to implication (i) in Figure 1 , as a special instance of the fact that treewidth at most i graphs are K i+2 -free (Section 3)
Once this basic infrastructure has been set up, we move to the formalization of the concepts and results that are specific to our objective. This includes terms as well as directed labeled and possibly pointed multigraphs. We prove the implication (ii) there: terms denote graphs of treewidth at most two (Section 4).
As explained above, the remaining implication (iii) is the most delicate. We first establish preliminary lemmas about checkpoints and the structure of K 4 -free graphs (Section 5), which are then used to define an extraction function from graphs to terms (Section 6). Proving that this function is appropriate amounts to exhibiting a number of isomorphisms (Section 7).
We conclude with general remarks and statistics about the development (Section 8).
Simple Graphs
In this section we briefly describe how we represent finite simple graphs in Coq. The representation is based on finite types as defined in the Mathematical Component Libraries [20] . We start by briefly introducing finite types and the notations we are going to use in the mathematical development.
If X and Y are types, we write X + Y for the sum type (with elements inl x and inr y) and X ⊥ for the option type (with elements Some x and None). As usual, we write g • f for the composition of f and g. If f : X → Y ⊥ and g : Y → Z ⊥ , we also write g • f for the result of the monadic bind operation (with type X → Z ⊥ ). For functions f and g, we write f ≡ g to mean that f and g agree on all arguments.
A finite type is a type X together with a list enumerating its elements. Finite types are closed under many type constructors (e.g., sum types and option types). If X is a finite type, we write 2 X for the (finite) type of sets (with decidable membership) over X. If A : 2 X is a set, we write A for complement of A (in X). We slightly abuse notation and also write X for the full set over some type X. Finite sets come with an operation pick : 2 X → X ⊥ yielding elements of nonempty sets and None for empty sets. Moreover, if X is a finite type and ≈ : X → X → B is a boolean equivalence relation, the quotient [3] of X with respect to ≈, written X /≈ , is a finite type as well. The type X /≈ comes with functions π : X → X /≈ and π : X /≈ → X such that π(π x) = x for all x : X /≈ and π(π x) ≈ x for all x : X.
We use finite types as the basic building block for defining finite simple graphs. In Coq, we represent finite graphs using dependently typed records where the last two fields are propositions:
Record sgraph := SGraph { svertex : finType; sedge : rel svertex; sg sym : symmetric sedge; sg irrefl : irreflexive sedge}.
We introduce a coercion from graphs to the underlying type of vertices allowing us to write x : G to denote that x is a vertex of G. For vertices x, y : G we write x−y if there is an edge between x and y. We write G + xy for the graph G with an additional xy-edge.
For sets U : 2 G of vertices of G, we write G| U for the subgraph of G induced by U . This is formalized by taking the type Σx : G. x ∈ U of (dependent) pairs of vertices x : G and proofs of x ∈ U and lifting the edge relation accordingly. Note that while, technically, the vertices of G and G| U have different types, we will ignore this in the mathematical presentation. In Coq, we have a generic projection from G| U to G. For the converse direction we, of course, need to construct dependent pairs of vertices x : G and proofs of x ∈ U . Definition 2. Let G be a simple graph. An xy-path is a nonempty sequence of vertices p beginning with x and ending with y such that z−z for all adjacent elements z and z of p (if any). A path is irredundant if all vertices on the path are distinct (i.e., the path contains no cycles). A set of vertices U is connected if there exists a path in U between any two vertices of U .
The Mathematical Component Libraries include a predicate and a function path : (∀ T : Type, rel T → T → seq T → bool) last : ∀ T, T → list T → T such that path e x q holds if the list x :: q represents a path in the relation e, and last x q returns the last element of x :: q. Note that path and last account for the nonemptiness of paths though the use of two arguments: the first vertex x and the (possibly empty) list of remaining vertices q. This asymmetric treatment makes symmetry reasoning (using path reversal) rather cumbersome. We therefore package the path predicate and a check for the last vertex into an indexed family of types Path x y whose elements represent xy-paths. Doing so abstracts from the asymmetry in the definition of path, makes it possible to write more compact (and thus readable) statements, helps us keeping the local context of proofs shorter, and facilitates without loss of generality reasoning.
On these packaged paths we provide (dependently typed) concatenation and reversal operations as well as an indexing operation yielding the position of the first occurrence of a vertex on the path. We define a number of splitting lemmas for packaged paths as exemplified by the lemma below. Lemma 3. Let p be an irredundant xy-path such that z 1 occurs before z 2 on p. Then there exists a z 2 -avoiding xz 1 -path, a z 1 z 2 -path and a z 1 -avoiding z 2 y-path) such that p = p 1 p 2 p 3 .
While the lemma above may seem overly specific, it is used in five different proofs (usually following some without loss of generality reasoning to order z 1 and z 2 ).
Treewidth and Minors
We now define the notions of treewidth and minors in order to state our main result. Both notions appear in the literature with slight (but equivalent) variations. We choose variants that yield reasonable proof principles.
Definition 4.
A forest is a simple graph where there is at most one irredundant path between any two nodes.
Definition 5.
A tree decomposition of a simple graph G is a forest T together with a function B : T → 2 G such that: T1. for every vertex x : G, there exists some t : T , such that x ∈ B(t). T2. for every x, the set of nodes t :
The width of a tree decomposition is the size of the largest set B(t) minus one; the treewidth of a graph is the minimal width of a tree decomposition.
Note that we define the notion of tree decomposition using forests rather than trees. The two notions are equivalent since every forest can be turned into a tree by connecting arbitrary nodes of disconnected trees. Using forests rather than trees has the advantage that tree decompositions for the disjoint union of two graphs G and G can be obtained as the disjoint union of tree decompositions for G and G .
The minors of a graph G are customarily defined to be those graphs that can be obtained by a series of the following operations: remove a vertex, remove an edge, or contract an edge. We use instead a monolithic definition in terms of partial functions inspired by [6] . Definition 6. Let G and G be simple graphs. A function φ : G → G ⊥ is called a minor map if: M1. For every y : G , there exists some x : G such that φ x = Some y. M2. For every y :
Intuitively, the (nonempty) preimage φ −1 (Some x) of a given vertex x is the (connected) set of vertices being contracted to x and the vertices mapped to None are the vertices that are removed. We sometimes use (total) minor maps φ : G → G corresponding to minor maps that do not delete nodes, allowing us to avoid option types in certain cases.
Making the notion of minor map explicit is convenient in that it allows us to easily construct minor maps for a given graph, starting from minor maps (with extra properties) for some of its subgraphs (cf. Lemma 29 and Proposition 30).
Our main result is a formal proof that a simple graph is K 4 -free iff if it has treewidth at most two. We first sketch the proof that graphs of treewidth at most two are always K 4 -free.
As a consequence of the lemma above, we obtain that ≺ is transitive. The proof of Lemma 10 proceeds by induction on the size of (nonempty) cliques. For cliques of size larger than two, the proof boils down to an analysis of the set of nodes in the tree decomposition containing all vertices of the clique but one (which is nonempty by induction hypothesis) and then arguing that (due to condition T2) the removed vertex must also be present. As a consequence of Lemma 10, we have:
This corresponds to the arrow (i) in the overall proof structure ( Figure 1 ).
Graphs
In this section we define labeled directed graphs following [6] . Then we show how to interpret terms as such graphs and prove that the graphs of terms have treewidth at most two. We fix some countably infinite type of symbols Σ.
Definition 12.
A graph is a structure G = V, E, s, t, l , where V is a finite type of vertices, E is a finite type of edges, s, t : E → V are functions indicating the source and target of each edge, and l : E → Σ is function indicating the label of each edge. If G is a graph, we write x : G to denote that x is a vertex of G. A two-pointed graph (or 2p-graph for short) is a structure G, ι, o where ι : G and o : G are two vertices called input and output respectively.
Note that self-loops are allowed, as well parallel edges with the same label.
Recall the syntax of terms from the introduction:
For each term constructor we define an operation on 2p-graphs. Those operations are depicted informally on the right of Figure 3 . For instance, G H, the parallel composition of G and H, consists of (disjoint) copies of G and H with the respective inputs and outputs identified. Formally, we express these graph operations in terms disjoint unions and quotients of graphs. . This allows us to interpret every term t as a 2p-graph g(t), recursively. We now have to prove that every 2p-graph of a term has treewidth at most two. In order to use the definition of treewidth, we first need to abstract 2p-graphs into simple graphs. This is achieved through the notion of a skeleton. We remark that the operation of taking the weak or strong skeleton does not change the type of vertices. This greatly simplifies lifting properties of the skeleton to the graph and vice versa. In practice, we turn the construction of taking the weak skeleton into a coercion from graphs to simple graphs (leaving extractions of strong skeletons explicit). The following lemma makes it possible to show that both series and parallel composition preserve treewidth two. Lemma 16. Let G 1 = G 1 , ι, o and G 2 = G 2 , ι , o be 2p-graphs and let T i , B i (i ∈ {1, 2}) be tree decompositions of the strong skeletons of G 1 and G 2 respectively. Further let ≈ be an equivalence relation on G 1 + G 2 identifying at least two vertices from the set P {inl ι, inr ι , inl o, inr o } and no other vertices. Then there exists a tree decomposition of the skeleton of (G1 + G2) /≈ of width at most two having a node t such that P /≈ ⊆ B(t).
Proof. We use the three following facts. 1) A tree decomposition for a disjoint union of simple graphs can be obtained by taking the disjoint union of tree decompositions for those graphs. 2) Two trees of a tree decomposition can be joined through a new node containing the vertices of its neighbors. 3) A tree decomposition can be quotiented (to give a tree decomposition of a quotiented graph) as soon as it has nodes for all equivalence classes.
Proposition 17. For all terms u, the strong skeleton of g(u) has a tree decomposition of width at most two.
Proof. By induction on u. The cases for and · follow with Lemma 16. All other cases are trivial.
This finishes arrow (ii) of the overall proof structure (Figure 1 ). The rest of the paper is concerned with arrow (iii), i.e., extracting for every 2p-graph G whose skeleton is K 4 -free a term whose graph is isomorphic to G.
Checkpoints
Before we can define the function extracting terms from graphs, we need a number of results on simple graphs. These will allow us to analyze the structure of graphs (via their skeletons), facilitating the termination and correctness arguments for the extraction function.
For the remainder of this section, G refers to some connected simple graph. Consider the graph on the left in Figure 4 ; its link graph is obtained by adding the three dotted edges to the existing ones. Note that every proper checkpoint z between vertices x and y (i.e., a vertex z ∈ cp x y \ {x, y}) is a cut vertex (i.e., removing z disconnects G) and vice versa. Also note that membership in cp is decidable (i.e., cp x y can be defined as a finite set in the Ssreflect sense) since it suffices to check whether the finitely many irredundant paths cross z. For a set of vertices U ⊆ G, we take G+U to be the graph G with one additional vertex, denoted •, whose neighbors are exactly the elements of U .
Lemma 21. If {x, y, z} is a triangle in the link graph, then K 4 ≺ G + {x, y, z}.
Lemma 21 is first in a series of nontrivial lemmas required to justify the splitting of graphs into parallel components. Its proof boils down to an elaborate construction on paths between x, y, and z that yields a minor map from G to C 3 (the cycle with three vertices), which is subsequently extended to a minor map from G + {x, y, z} to K 4 . This is one instance where our definition of minors using minor maps pays off. The checkpoint graph of U is the subgraph of the link graph induced by this set. We also denote this graph by CP U .
The graph in the middle of Figure 4 is the checkpoint graph of the one of the left, when U consists of the blue square vertices.
Lemma 23. Let x, y ∈ CP U . Then cp x y ⊆ CP U .
We give the proof of this lemma below. It is relatively simple, but indicative of the type of reasoning required to prove checkpoint properties. Those proofs usually contain a combination of the following: splitting paths at vertices, concatenating paths, and without loss of generality reasoning. For the latter, Ssreflects wlogtactic proved extremely helpful.
Proof.
We have x ∈ cp x 1 x 2 and y ∈ cp y 1 y 2 for some vertices {x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 } ⊆ U by the definition of CP. Fix some z ∈ cp x y. If z ∈ {x, y}, the claim is trivial, so assume z / ∈ {x, y}. Hence, we obtain either an xx 1 -path or an xx 2 -path not containing z by splitting some irredundant x 1 x 2 -path at x. Without loss of generality, the xx 1 -path avoids z. Similarly, we obtain, again w.l.o.g., a yy 1 -path avoiding z. Thus z ∈ cp x 1 y 1 since the existence of an x 1 y 1 -path avoiding z would contradict z ∈ cp x y (by concatenation with the paths obtained above).
Definition 24. Let x, y : G. The strict interval x; y is the following set of vertices.
x; y {p | there is an xp-path avoiding y and a py-path avoiding x}
The interval x; y is obtained by adding x and y to that set. We abuse notation and also write x; y for the subgraph of G induced by the set x; y .
Definition 25. The bag of a checkpoint x ∈ CP U is the set of vertices that need to cross x in order to reach the other checkpoints.
x U {p | ∀y ∈ CP U. every py-path crosses x} .
As before, we also write x U for the induced subgraph of G.
Note that x U depends on U and differs from x; x (which is always the singleton {x}). The main purpose of bags and intervals is to aid in decomposing graphs for the term extraction function, as depicted on the right in Figure 4 . We first show that distinct bags and adjacent bags and strict intervals are disjoint. Lemma 29. Let U be nonempty and let T U ∪ (G \ x∈U x U ). Then there exists a minor map φ : G → G| T such that φ maps the elements of each bag x U to x and every other vertex to itself.
The above series of lemmas leads us to the following proposition, that corresponds to [14, Proposition 20(i) ]; the proof given here is significantly simpler than the proof given in [14] .
Then CP U is a tree.
Proof. Assume that CP U is not a tree. Then CP U contains a triangle {x, y, z} (Lemma 20). Let x 0 , y 0 , z 0 as given by Lemma 28. We obtain a minor map collapsing the bags for x, y, and z (Lemma 29 with U = {x, y, z}). This identifies
x and x 0 and likewise for y and z. Since x, y, z is still a triangle in the link graph of the collapsed graph and since • is adjacent to x, y, z in the collapsed graph, Lemma 21 yields K 4 ≺ G + U , a contradiction.
The following proposition establishes the key property of K 4 -free graphs we alluded to in the introduction. Its proof is particularly tricky to formalize due to the number of different graphs with shared vertices (we have G, G G| {i} and G + U (the graph Proposition 30 is instantiated with). Consequently, we often need to cast vertices from one graph to another. The above proposition is used for splitting paths into parallel components (case (b) in Figure 2 ); the one below allows us to proceed recursively in case (a).
Proposition 32. Let ι, o : G such that G + ιo is K 4 -free and let x, y ∈ cp ι o such x = y. Then x; y + xy is K 4 -free.
Proof. Without loss of generality x appears before y on every ιo-path. We obtain that x; y + xy is a minor of G + ιo by collapsing x {x,y} (which contains ι) to x and y {x,y} (which contains o) to y (Lemma 29).
Extracting Terms from K 4 -free Graphs
We say that a 2p-graph G is CK4F if its skeleton is connected and its strong skeleton is K 4 -free. We now define a function extracting terms from CK4F graphs. Defining this function in Coq is challenging for a number of reasons. First, its definition involves ten cases, most with multiple recursive calls. Second, we need to argue that all the recursive calls are made on smaller graphs which are CK4F.
To facilitate the definition, we construct our own operator for bounded recursion. The reason for this is that none of the facilities for defining functions in Coq (e.g., Fixpoint, Function and Program) are suited to deal with the kind of complex function definition we require. We define a bounded recursion operator with the the following type:
Here the argument of type aT → N is a measure on the input to bound the number of recursive calls, and the argument of type rT is the default value to be returned when no more recursive calls are allowed.
We only need one lemma about the recursion operator, namely that the operator satisfies the usual fixpoint equation provided that the functional it is applied to calls its argument only on smaller arguments in the desired domain of the function (here, CK4F). 1 That is, we have the following lemma: While its proof is straightforward, this lemma is useful in that it allows us to abstract from the fact that we are using bounded recursion (i.e., neither the default result nor the recursion on N are visible in the proofs).
We now define the extraction function using the recursion operator. The various cases of the definition roughly correspond to the cases outlined in Figure 2 . The main difference is that in case (a), rather than partitioning the graph as shown in the picture, we only identify a single nontrivial bag or a single proper checkpoint between input and output. This is sufficient to make recursive calls on smaller graphs. In the case where input and output coincide (case (c)), we relocate the output and proceed recursively. This requires a measure that treats graphs with shared input and output as larger than those with distinct input and output. We use the measure below to justify termination. The term extraction is then defined as follows:
where the definition of F is given in Figure 5 . This definition makes use of a number of auxiliary constructions which we define below. For a set of vertices U and a set of edges E (of some graph G) such that {s(e), t(e)} ⊆ U for all e, the subgraph of G with vertices U and edges E is written G[U, E]. We write E(U ) for the set of edges with source and target in U and the induced subgraph for U , written When instantiating the definitions above, U will sometimes be an interval or a bag. In this case, the intervals and bags are computed on the weak skeleton 1: Definition F(t : 2p-graph → term)(G : 2p-graph) 2:
let V, E , s, t, l , ι, o := G in 3:
if ι = o then 4:
let E := E({ι}) in 5:
if E = ∅ then 6:
if pick(components (V \ {i})) is Some C then 7:
dom(t(redirect C)) t(G[C]) 8: Before we can establish properties of t, we need to establish that all (relevant) calls to t in F are made on CK4F graphs with smaller measure.
Lemma 34. Let t, t be functions from graphs to terms. If t and t agree on all CK4F graphs with measure smaller than a CK4F graph G, then F t G = F t G.
The proof of this lemma boils down to a number of lemmas for the various branches of F. For each recursive call, we need to establish both that the measure decreases and that the graph is indeed CK4F. When splitting of a parallel component (line 17), Proposition 31 ensures that there are at least two nonempty components, thus ensuring that the remainder of the graph is both smaller and connected. Note that the case distinction in line 20 is required since if P = ∅, removing the ιo-edges disconnects the graph (the remaining graph would be isomorphic to ). In the case where there is a proper checkpoint z between input and output (line 29), Proposition 32 ensures that the strong skeletons of G[ι, z] and G[z, o] are K 4 -free.
As a consequence of Lemma 34, we obtain:
Isomorphism Properties
In this section we establish that interpreting the terms extracted from a 2pgraph G yields a graph that is isomorphic to G. This is the part of the proof where the difference of what one would find in a detailed paper proof and what is required in order to obtain a formal proof is greatest. An isomorphism is a homomorphism whose two components are bijective functions. We write G G when there exists an isomorphism between graphs G and G .
The extraction function decomposes the graph into smaller graphs in order to extract a term. The interpretation of this term then joins the graphs extracted by the recursive calls back together using the graph operations and ·. We need to establish that the decomposition performed during extraction is indeed correct (i.e., that no vertices or edges are lost or misplaced). This requires establishing a number of isomorphism properties.
We first establish that all graph operations respect isomorphism classes.
Lemma 37 allows rewriting with isomorphisms underneath the graph operations using Coq's generalized (setoid) rewriting tactic [19] .
The proofs for establishing that two graphs (of some known shape) are isomorphic generally follow the same pattern: define the pair of functions f, g (cf. Definition 36) as well as their respective inverses and then show all the required equalities (including that the proposed inverses are indeed inverses). This amounts to 9 equalities per isomorphism that all need to be verified. Additional complexity is introduced by the fact that we are almost exclusively interested in isomorphism properties involving and · which are defined using quotient constructions. Among others, we establish the following isomorphism lemmas: Theorem 42. Let G be a 2p-graph. Then g(t G) G.
Proof. By induction on the measure of G. We use Proposition 35 to unfold the definition of t. Each of the cases follows with the induction hypothesis (using the lemmas underlying the proof of Lemma 34 to justify that that the induction hypothesis applies) and some isomorphism lemmas (e.g., Lemmas 37 to 41).
Note that Lemma 40 justifies both the split in line 7 and the split in line 17 (in the latter case ι; o = {ι, o}).
Putting everything together, we obtain our main result.
Theorem 43. A simple graph is K 4 -free iff if it has treewidth at most two.
Proof. Fix some simple graph G. The direction from right to left follows with Proposition 11. For the converse direction we proceed by induction on |G|. If G is connected (and nonempty; otherwise the claim is trivial), we construct a 2pgraph (with ι = o) whose (strong) skeleton is isomorphic to G. By Theorem 42, the skeleton of g(t G) is isomorphic to G and, hence, K 4 -free by Proposition 17. If G contains disconnected vertices x and y, then G is isomorphic to the disjoint union of the connected component containing x and the rest of the graph (which must contain y). The claim then follows by induction hypothesis using the fact that treewidth is preserved under disjoint union.
Note that Theorem 42 is significantly stronger than what is needed to establish Theorem 43. To prove the latter, it would be sufficient to extract terms that can be interpreted as simple graphs, thus avoiding the complexity introduced by labels, edge multiplicities and loops. The fine-grained analysis we formalize here is however crucial for our long-term objective ( †).
Conclusion
We have developed a library for graph theory based on finite types as provided by the Mathematical Components Libraries. As a major step towards proving that K 4 -free 2p-graphs form the free 2p-algebra ( †), we gave a proof of the graph-minor theorem for treewidth two, using a function extracting terms from K 4 -free graphs. The Coq development accompanying this paper [7] consists of about 6700 lines of code, with a ratio of roughly 1:2 between specifications and proofs. It contains about 200 definitions and about 550 lemmas. Many of these have short proofs, but some proofs (e.g., the proof of Proposition 31) are long intricate constructions without any obvious lemmas to factor out. As mentioned before, the isomorphism proofs for Section 7 mostly follows the same pattern. Hence, we hope that they can be automated to some degree.
As it comes to proving ( †), there are two main challenges to be solved. First we should prove that the choices made by the extraction function are irrelevant modulo the axioms of 2p-algebras (e.g., which neighbor is chosen in redirect(C)). This is why we were careful to define this function as deterministically as possible. Second, we should prove that it is an homomorphism (again, modulo the axioms of 2p-algebras). Those two steps seem challenging: their paper proofs require a lot of reasoning modulo graph isomorphism [14] .
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